Super Secret Items
Items are worth 30 actual ScavHunt points apiece (except for item 18).

1) At the Full Moon, who is Jasmine's favorite philosopher?
2) Get your picture taken in front of the New York skyline.
3) Cheers to you! Cheer on your 1-man team at a local fraternal fiesta.
4) Wrap yourself up and present yourself as a gift to the staff of the Mongolian Barbecue.
5) Volunteer at the Ashley Day Shelter.
6) Relax at the relax center.
7) Collect matchbooks from as many bars as you can. (2 pts each; 30 pts maximum)
8) A picture of yourself on the 40-yard line at the big stadium where the Wolverines play.
9) How many beer brands does the Beer Depot have?
10) Dead tired? Go to the funeral home and take a nap in a coffin.
11) By now you probably think that the judges are total assholes. Well we're not! Go see a movie. Bring us your stub and a 2 paragraph review of it.
12) Convince someone to let you take a picture from the top floor of their Tower Plaza condo.
13) Make 10 copies of a dollar bill at Dollar Bill Copying.
14) Experience the fun of tea... have a Bubble Tea?!
15) Who are the Wacky Wobblers on display at Middle Earth?!
16) Nothin' says (safe) lovin' like a WWF condom.
17) You'll be presented with a puzzle book. Return it completed.
18) Write your name on the wall at the Fleetwood Diner. Better get there at 8pm and meet your old friends Chunk and Chenguin before hitting the road. (-1500 points for failure to do this)

Here is a number at which MK, the head judge, can be reached at ANY TIME. Do not call this number except in the case of a serious emergency. Do not call unless you are in real serious trouble. For example, running out of money is not a serious emergency, but breaking your arm is a serious emergency. Passing out drunk in a random frat is not "serious trouble," but getting thrown in jail is "serious trouble."